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A complete theory of wave-particle interactions is presented whereby both cir-

culating and trapped energetic ions can destabilize kinetic ballooning modes

in tokamaks. Four qualitatively different types of resonances, involving wave-

precessional drift, wave-transit, wave-bounce, and precessional drift-bounce

interactions, are identified, and the destabilization potential of each is as-

sessed. For a characteristic slowing-down distribution function, the dominant

' interaction is that which taps those resonant ions with the highest energy. Im-

plications of the theory for present and future generation fusion experiments

are discussed.
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The importance of energetic particle dynamics in present and future-generation toka-
mak devices stems not only from their ubiquitous role in heating the plasma to ther-
monuclear _emperatures (e.g., auxiliary beam ions, RF-produced fast ion tails), but also
in self-sustaining the plasma state in the ignition regime (through fusion product alpha
particles). Over the past decade, observations of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) fluctua-
tions associated with high-power auxiliary heating experiments x-4and consequent loss of
energetic ions has spurred considerable theoretical activity on how the stability of bulk
plasma MHD modes is influenced by the presence of energetic particles. The emergent
physical picture has been that while suprathermal particles can have a stabilizing influ-
ence on normal MHD modes when the mode frequency is strongly off-resonant with the
hot particle precessional drift frequency (w << wdh), s they become destabilizing when the
wave structure begins to resonate with either the precessional drift motion of the hot par-
ticle banana center (w __ _ah)6'r or the transit motion of circulating hot ions (w __ Wth).S
In this Letter, we complete the picture and show that two other types of resonances,
one involving wave-bounce interactions and the other magnetic drift-bounce interactions,
are also possible and indeed dominant for trapped energetic ions. Our formulation thus
places all types of resonant wave-particle interactions involving circulating and trapped
energetic ions on the same footing, allowing us to discuss their relative importance with
respect to different types of MHD fluctuations.

The plasma is taken to consist of two components: a warm core ('c'), which is treated
using an ideal MHD description (thus, there is no parallel electric field perturbation,

i.e., 6Eli = 0, which in turn couples the electrostatic potential 6¢, to the parallel vector '-
potential 6Ali), and a tenuous, highly energetic component ( 'h _, which is dealt with using
gyrokinetic formalism. We assume the plasma lies in the first stability regime with respect
to ballooning modes, and adopt the formal ordering/3_ -_ e, 13h/fl_ _ _ (this assumption is
easily relaxed), nh/n_ _ e3, and T_/Th ,_ e2, where e -- r/R << 1 is 'ghe local in verse aspect
ratio. Standard manipulations starting with the continuity and momentum equations
then yield the following eigenmode equation:

1 w (w - w.ip)V2_¢
B. V_-_B. VV26¢ + v_

8rpt' 4r ¢0
• - tc × n. V(_Pllh -+ _P.l.h) = O, ( 1 )

where (_Pllh, 6P.l.h) -- mh f d3v(v_l,v2_l./2)_fh are the pa_ellel and perpendicular compo-

nents of the hot particle pressure tensor, w.,p = k,gpivti/Lni , L_i1 = -dlnpi/dr, V2a=
B2/4rmin_, and I¢ = ell" Veil i,- the magnetic curvature. The first term in Eq. (1) is the
shear Alfven field line bending term, the second is associated with the ion polarization
drift and incomplete charge cancellation between electrons and ions, the third is the con- .
vective core pressure ballooning drive (pressure weighting of unfavorable curvature), while
the last term is the hot particle pressure drive. The hot particle distribution function is

given by 6Fh -- --(eh_,,h/mhW)_¢ +" 6gh, where ¢b.h = (k × ell/_h) • VlnF0h, where Foh "

is the equilibrium hot ion distribution function. The fir3t term is the convective hot ion



contribution (which in our ordering is subdominant to the core pressure drive), while the
second is the hot particle compressional contribution which drives the instability. The
latter satisfies the equation

- - = (2)

where Qh = (&.h/w + OE)Fob, ,_nd l denotes the coordinate along the field line. The
essence of the instability can be read off directly from Eq. (2). The lhs of Eq. (2),
which is a balance between the bounce/transit frequenc), the wave frequency, and the
precessional drift frequency, characterizes the nature of the wave-particle interaction.
Qh represents information about the free energy available to drive the instability and
contains contributions from both configuration space and velocity space gradients. Finally,
eh i_odh6¢ = --eh Vdh' 6Ez represents the rate at which the precessional kinetic energy
of the energetic particles gets transformed into electromagnetic energy. The rate of this
energy exchange mechanism is spatially varying, being more efficient in some regions
of space and less so in others. Since the efficiency depends on the spatial structure of
the mode, it is necessary to specify the type of MHD mode under consideration before
proceeding further. Our focus in this Letter is on kinetic ballooning modes (KBM), 9

I

which manifest themselves locally close to the first ideal ballooning stability boundary. In
this context, it is important to point out that even if the plasma is globally below the first
stability boundary, locally it can be close to it in regions of weak magnetic shear, such as

• exist close to the plasma center. This class of modes deserves special scrutiny because they
are discrete in character (¢o__ w.ip, where w, is the real part of the frequency), and hence
are much more susceptible to instability than modes in the Alfv(!n continuum. Indeed,a
it is very difficult to agitate a mode in the MHD continuum, since any such excitation is
strongly damped through phase-mixing with ali the other modes in the continuum. We
will return to this point later.

We now outline the derivation leading to the dispersion relation, placing special em-
pha.sis on the physical ideas that have gone into the calculation. Adopting a shifted-circle,
magnetic surface equilibrium model, 1°and transforming to ballooning coordinates, we ar-
rive at the following integro-differential eigenmode equation:

d-_d(1 + _202) -_6¢d + [w(w --w'#') --_hW"] (l +'J202)6¢+ Ag(O)_¢+ 6Wh't(O) = Ow_
(3)

where

mj _ u _ 2 _ (w.j + COOE) Foj6W_,=27rq 2 Y_ _ d3v(v_ + ) w_-w2 'j-h,i

o'mh ab" 2 _-_ ftr (d_.n+wOE) Foh lO" _hWh,t= 47rq2"-_ (-_o) d3v - Wnh(t_) cos -O, Wdh(t))COS I__0,_¢,p=-oo 03 -- a)dh -- PO.)bh

, Ig: -- fjo_dl[w__dh(O)l/ivlll ' A - 13'q:R iu the Shafranov shift, g(O) = coso + _0 sin v_-
" Asin20- e(1- q-2), _ = rq'/q, wt = vll/qRo is the transit frequency, _ob = 2Trrb =



2,rbC+ '(dlllv,I]-' ,,, el/2(2E)'/2/qRo is the bounce frequency, the subscript 't' ('u') de-
notes (un)trapped particles, and an overhead bar denotes a bounce average, (...) =

I)(.-.)/_b, where _t is the banana turning point. 6W, represents wave-transit
(hot and core) ion resonances for both signs of vii, while ,5Wh,t represents wave-precessional
drift-bounce harmonic resonances. In particular, the p = 0 contribution picks out the
usual wave-precessional drift resonance ;d = _dh, s'7 and the p = +1 contribution picks out
the fundamental wave-precession-bounce resonance. We now determine the spatial locus
where wave-particle interaction is maximized. For the problem at hand, ballooning space
naturally divides itself into two regions: a) an ideal region for small t_, and b) an inertial
region for large v_. Trapped energetic ions contribute symmetrically about 2r-periodic
regions where -t_t + 2lm < _ < _t + 2_rn, n = 0, 1,2,... Now, the precessional drift
frequency, to leading order, is composed of two contributions: a periodic contribution,
;d,_h,e= kevdh,,_ o¢.cosO, and a secular contribution given by ;ddh,r -- k,.vdh,,, cx 0 sin rg.
For ballooning modes, _¢(_) has even symmetry and is flutelike in structure for large 0.
When the wave can only resonate with the slow precessional motion of the hot particle
banana center (p = 0), the rapid bounce motion of the energetic trapped ions averages
out the up-down asymmetric (odd) wave-particle interaction associated with the secu-
lar component of vdh,," 6E,. Since it picks out the nonsecular component, the p = 0
resonance thus contributes dominantly to the ideal region. For the p = +1 resonance,
on the other hand, ;ddh,, makes the dominant contribution. Physically, in the frame of

reference of the bounce motion, vd,. _E, is no longer averaged out and since kr >> k0,
this contribution dominates over Vah.e • Ee. By picking out the secular component, the
p = -4-1 resonance thus contributes primarily to the inertial region. We are then lead to
the following dispersion relation: ,_

-i [;d(;d -;d.ip) _ 6Wh.,- F tLD 6W_.t]
1/2

;d--_. - + 6W! + 6W_P,t= O, (4)

._ 7r2 q2 ;d,._4. f 0, _,/v57 0±212Im6Wh.,- 2s/2 flh- doll f dO± O± (0li2 +--_-/;dtm = J O

] ) ),,;,. 2E, ;dtm

r fo1 (,,'.pm 3 p l/2Im6W_. t __ -_ q21_hf.l12;dr dE E ) 6('4";dbm "3t- G.)dmF--, -- ;dr), (5b);dr 2"ff-J

where we have separated out the p = 0 and p = -4-1 contributions (higher bounce har-
monic resonances make a progressively smaller contribution to the instability and can
be neglected), and specialized to the case of an isotropic, hot ion slowing-down distribu-
tion function, F0h = (B2_h/29/2mhrr2Em)E -al2, Ecr << E < E,_ [Em in the maximum

(birth) energy and Ecr is the energy at which the ions change from slowing down on the #
electrons to pitch angle scattering off the bulk ions]. _ In Eq. (4), 6Wf and ,SW_,t are,
respectively, the fluid MHD and precessional drift contribution to the dispersion relation,



and are given in Ref. 7, while FILD is the stabilizing contribution of ion Landau damping,
which we shall discuss momentarily. 14 In Eq. (5), frequencies decorated with a subscript
'm' denote their value at E = E,,. Several observations can be made about Eq. (5).
First, instability ensues when the energetic ion pressure gradient is sufficiently steep as
to overcome the stabilizing influence of velocity-space gradient._. Second, the unstable
mode rotates in the same direction as the energetic ions. Third, it is those resonant ions
with the highest energy that make the dominant contribution to the instability. This is
due to i) the energy (pressure) weighting of the velocity integrals, and ii) the fact that
velocity-space stabilization increases with decreasing energy (ox E-l). This is a unique
characteristic of slowing-down distributions and in distinct contrast, for example, to what
one would conclude for a Maxwellian distribution function, suggesting that there are im-
portant qualitative differences between the behavior of RF-produced energetic ions on the
one hand, and NB energetic ions or alpha particles on the other.

Analysis of the dispersion relation Eq. (4) manifests four qualitatively different types
of resonances:

i) Wave-precessional drift (P) resonance (w = _dh): Here, energy is exhanged, flux
invariance is broken, but the action invariant is preserved. Thus, the hot ion banana center
moves out radially as it yields energy to the MHD wave. The result is an instability below
the ideal ballooning stability boundary (_5W! > 0) when the hot particle beta exceeds
continuum damping: r wr _ wa6W! >> w.ip (6Wf _" e), 7 _- _dm (_h- _h,_.), where
/3h,_ _--2.1&am/ r2 q2wa.

D ii) Wave-transit ion (T) resonance (w = ;dth): In this case, energy is exchanged, and
both action and flux invariants are broken. One obtains a 'thresholdless' (within the ideal

N, MHD context) instability near ideal ballooning marginal stability (6W f __ 0), with real
frequency given by Wr _--W.ip and growth rate

7 _ --7r2q2e3/2_h w2A (w'ir'w'[_ 2e). (6)
w.ip - 16 wt,,,2 _ 3wtm2

An upper bound on the instability can be obtained from the validity criterion wtm >
&dmE,_,/2e, where E_,/E,_ __ (w, ip/wt_)_/(2e) << 1 is the resonant energy (correspond-
ing to marginally-circulating energetic ions):

.., rr2 nh,___2 (L_i)l,2 vt_..i_.(1 Lph)_max -- -_q nc Lph R ' (7)

where nc and rth,u are the densities of the core particles and untrapped energetic ions,
respectively.

• iii) Wave-bounce (B) resonance (w = Odbh): This interaction is the trapped-particle
analogue of the T-type resonance. In this instance, the validity criterion is kpbh[Ere, = 1,
where Pbh is the hot ion banana width, and Ereo/E,,, = (W.ip/Wb,,,)2, which is the same as

• for the T-resonance. The growth rate is the same as Eq. (7), except that rth,t _-- el/2nh,u <

nh,u replaces rth,u.



iv) Precessional drift-bounce (PB) resonance (Wbh '_ _Odh >> W): Here, energy is
conserved, but both flux and action invariants are broken. Thus, although the pitch
angle remains the same, the turning points move out vertically and the banana cen-
ter moves out radially. The result is a 'thresholdless' instability near ideal balloon-
ing marginality, with characteristics much akin to magnetic ripple-induced particle loss.
Moreover, since E,._,,/Em '_ (Wbm/Yoofm)2 _ 1, the most energetic ions are tapped by
this resonance, making it the most _3erious type of instability among the four. For a
slowing-down distribution function, the instability is dominated by the longest wave-
lengths, kopi '_ (eTc/Th)X/2/q << 1. At such long wavelengths, ion Landau damp-
ing, given by FtLD "_ --i (rl/2/4)q2[_i(w/wti)exp(--w2/w_i), enters the problem promi-
nently, and moves the discrete MHD mode off the real frequency axis (in the absence
of energetic particle destabilization) into the lower-half complex plane. There is then
a low threshold xs that needs to be overcome for instability to set in. This qualita-
tively explains the result from kineti_c codes 12 that the local ballooning mode threshold
is reduced in the presence of a-particles. The frequency can then be calculated to be
w __exp(ir/4)(Tr[_hW.pm/COdm)l/2qWbmWA/_drn, with a maximum growth rate given by

_[max = f l/2_h,tr qWA. (8)

Comparing the last three instabilities, we find
l

PS PS ,0/2 _3nLpiLph 1/2n_ (9)
4'

For :_ Maxwellian distribution function, the instability would peak at intermediate wave-
lengths, resulting in smaller growth rates. En passant, we note that this type of resonance
is extremely inefficient for circulating ions, since then Wdh varies sinusoidally and the par-
titles do not remain in resonance with the wave, but rather are constantly moving in and
out of resonance.

We now discuss the implications of the theory for present and future-generation exper-
iments, as well as the interpretation of older experiments in light of new results presented
here. Consider first the high-frequency precursor to fishbone oscillations. 1 While the
interpretation of the fishbone itself in terms of precessional resonance destabilization of
the internal kink mode 6 appears quite credible and consistent with the experimental ob-
servations, the characterization of its high-frequency precursor oscillation by precessional
resonant destabilization of ballooning modes 7 has been less czmpelling. The main reason
is that the /3h threshold for destabilization is essentially the same expression for both
modes and scales linearly with the toroidal mode number n. The implication is that if
both fluctuations emanate from the same region of the plasma, the fishbone instability '
(n = 1) should be triggered before its high-frequency precursor (n >> 1). This inconsis-
tency is readily resolved within the context of the present theory. In the region near the II

plasma center, where the fishbone instability is believed to manifest itself, the q profile is
very flat, and hence the plasma is likely to be locally close to the first stability ballooning

6



boundary. The drift-bounce resonance, which we have shown to be not only dominant
over the precessional drift resonance, but also 'thresholdless' within the context of ideal
MHD, is then a much more viable candidate to explain the high-frequency fishbone pre-
cursor oscillation. Furthermore, the parallel fishbone oscillations observed on PBX, 2 cai:
be readily identified with the wave-transit resonance destabilization of KBM's. s Turning
next to recent experimental results of fast ion loss on DIII-D 4 which has been advocated
as tentative evidence for toroidal Alfvdn eigenmode (TAE) fluctuations, 13 we note that
there is nothing in the observational evidence which precludes the simultaneous existence
of both transit-resonantly destabilized KBM's and TAE oscillations. Indeed, the fact that

w.ip and O_TAE _ VA/2qR are roughly comparable in magnitude makes a clean separation
of the two oscillations difficult in that experiment. Two possibilities which might shed
light on this issue may be to do a toroidal magnetic field scan at fixed q, or a plasma
current scan at fixed field. Alternatively, one can compare the scaling of the resonant
parallel velocity as a function of the Alfvdn velocity. Finally, we discuss the implications
of the theory for alpha particles in DT plasmas. First note from Eq. (9) that there is a
quantitative difference between NB-produced energetic ions and alpha particles, in that
for the former, typically ricna _ 10 and Dc "_ fib, so that ..RB lAB .RB I. T '_ 1,"Trrtax/ lmax _ rTrnax/'Ymax

but for the latter, nc/nh '_ 10 3 and _h/_c _ 0.1, so that Y,,_x/Yma_'PSI_s _ y,_a_/t,_'PSI_T >> 1.
Furthermore, the radial distribution of cr particles is expected to be sharply peaked about
the plasma center because of the sensitive dependence of the D-T reaction cross section
on temperature. Using typical parameters and profiles obtained from simulations of the

b proposed DT experiment on TFTR, 16 we therefore expect that KBM destabilization by c_
particles will be maximized about the region 0.2 _ r/a _ 0.3, with typical toroidal mode

N, numbers between 2 and 5. Since the calculations presented in this Letter are for local
modes, more nonlocal analysis is required to assess the lower limit of this range.
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